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Radio Romania organizes the 18th edition of GAUDEAMUS International Book & Education Fair 
between November 23rd-27th 2011 at the Central Pavilion of Romexpo, Bucharest.
Radio Romania is the initiator and organizer of GAUDEAMUS International Book & Education Fair since 
1994, the starting date of the READING Program, which is one of the very few cultural projects in Romania 
to be permanently growing in the last two decades.

The 18 years of constant and fertile dialogue between the book and the radio lead to a continuous developing 
of the Program's components, which incorporates nowadays a portfolio of over 65 cultural exhibition-type 
events  and  gathers,  besides  the  international  component,  a  series  of  local  book  &  education  fairs  
(GAUDEAMUS Caravan) alongside with the related projects dedicated to the promotion of reading and of 
the values of written culture.

Italy – Country Guest of Honor at GAUDEAMUS IBEF 2011
Following its mission of supporting the book market in Romania and fostering the inter-cultural dialogue,  
GAUDEAMUS International Book & Education Fair celebrates this year the Italian culture and language in 
Bucharest: Italy is the Country Guest of Honor at GAUDEAMUS IBEF 2011, in a special context of the 
anniversary of 150 years since the Italian Unity. The participation of Italy as Guest of Honor, organized by 
the Italian Embassy in Romania, represents the top event of a series of cultural actions and activities which 
brought to the fore the Italian culture and language in Romania during the whole year 2011.

The  President  of  Honor  of  GAUDEAMUS  IBEF  2011  is  Luciano  de  Crescenzo,  Italian  multivalent 
personality, writer, actor and film director, author of over 30 books translated in several languages.

The Romanian public will have the occasion to look closer at the Italian culture represented by first rank 
personalities in various fields such as literature and literary criticism, philosophy, publishing, journalism or  
academic milieu.  Valerio Massimo Manfredi,  well-known writer of historical novels,  archaeologist  and 
journalist will be a guest at GAUDEAMUS, alongside with Marco Polillo, president of AIE (Associazione 
Italiana Editori),  Giorgio Montefoschi,  writer  and journalist  at  Corriere  della  Sera,  Francesco Guida, 
history university professor interested in Romania, but also Luca Maroni, journalist and oenology specialist, 
Stefano Zecchi, writer, journalist and university professor,  Andrea G. Pinketts, writer and investigative 
journalist or Stenio Solinas, editorialist at Il Giornale. 

This year's edition of the Fair will host over 34 Italian publishing houses, representing the most complete and 
diversified selection of Italian books ever exhibited in Romania, which will offer the public a comprehensive 
and up-to-date panorama of the Italian contemporary publishing market, covering a wide array of fields,  
from fiction to poetry, children's books, Italian language textbooks, fine arts or scientific publications. 

A surprise for both the Romanian public and media: RAI, the Italian radio and television broadcaster will be  
present  at  GAUDEAMUS IBEF 2011 and will  be  represented by two noteworthy personalities:  Marco 
Simeon, Director of International and Institutional Relations RAI, and Sergio Valzania, Director Radio Rai.
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Besides Italy, the Country Guest of Honor at this year's edition of the Fair, the substantial participation of 
France, who celebrates this year the centenary of the foundation of Gallimard Publishing House and will 
bring to Bucharest several well-known writers and editors, such as Roger Grenier, editor of Panait Istrati,  
Pierre Assouline, Gwenaëlle Aubry and Lorenzo Mattotti, alongside with the presence of Belgium, Greece, 
Spain and of the national minorities in Romania, as well as of several exhibitors from Slovakia, Bulgaria,  
Switzerland or Finland, for the first time exhibiting at GAUDEAMUS – they all confirm the international  
vocation of the Fair and its opening towards the newest tendencies of the European book fairs. 

GAUDEAMUS IBEF 2011 hosts a record number of events
Over  650  book  launches  and  presentations,  debates  and  round  tables,  exhibitions,  meetings  with 
writers and cultural personalities both from Romania and abroad will form the diversified content of this 
year's edition of the Fair.  

For the second year consecutively, GAUDEAMUS hosts the international seminar  Talking Books on the  
Radio,  initiated by Radio Romania in partnership with the European Broadcasting Union, addressed to the 
public radio and television broadcasters EBU members. The seminar will debate the multiple  possibilities of 
dialogue between the books and the radio in 3 sections:  Literature on the Radio,  Poetry on the Radio and 
Fairy Tales on the Radio. The seminar will be held on Friday, November 25, starting at 11.00 a.m in the  
Conference Hall of the Pullman Hotel in Bucharest.

GAUDEAMUS 2011 offers the book loving public a friendly space where they can make themselves hear:  
that is at the  Reader's Corner, a place where readers can come and express loudly their opinions about  
books and reading. The initiative belongs to Booktopia, the first reading network in Romania who will be 
launched in the occasion of this year's edition of the Fair. 

An attraction point will be represented by the events proposed by Radio Romania and its main radio stations  
present within the Fair, consisting in books and CDs launches, debates broadcast live, contests and social and 
cultural projects. 

First Day Selection of Events:
*Photo exhibition varnishing The Imaginary History of Books and Writing, by Jean Marc Godès – 15.30h, 
level 7.70;
* Round table: For an European Space Open to Formation: Italophony in Romania. Linguistic and Inter-
cultural Study Approaches – Connotations at the Social Level  –16.30, GAUDEAMUS Tea House;
* Conference:  The Importance of  the  International  Book Fairs  and International  Literature Exchanges.  
Current  Approaches  –  Amy  Webster,  Key  Accounts  Manager,  London  Book  Fair  –  17.00h,  Contact 
Exchange Area, level 3.20; 
* Meeting with the writer Pierre Assouline at French Embassy / French Cultural Institute – 17.00h.
*  Conference  about  the  publishing  activity  in  Italy  today,  held  by  Marco  Polillo,  President  AIE 
(Associazione Italiana Editori) – 18.15h, stand Italian Embassy.

Exhibitions at GAUDEAMUS 2011
This year's edition of the Fair gathers an impressive number of exhibitions focusing mainly on books seen 
from different perspectives, from photography to documentary books and books as objects  with a special  
highlight to the relation between books and radio:
*The  Imaginary  History  of  Books  and  Writing –  an  unusual  journey  in  the  world  of  books  from  a 
photographic perspective, proposed by the French photographer Jean Marc Godès. One of his photos became 
this year's official image of the Fair;
*Dialogue Between the Book and the Radio  – photography contest  organized in collaboration with the 
International Photographic Festival - FotoFest in Cluj-Napoca;
*Pages  in  the  History  of  the  Radio,  organized  in  partnership  with  the  Romanian  Federation  of  Radio 
Amateurs; 
*The  Labyrinth's Principle  – a spatial perspective on Jorge Luis Borges's  Library of Babel, realized by 
Lucia Dumitrescu, graphic designer;
*A History of Printing – organized by the Exhibition Complex „Curtea Domnească” in Târgovişte;
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*Under  Pavese's  Guidance,  an  original  approach  in  4  different  techniques  of  Cesare  Pavese's  work, 
exhibition organized by Pavese's Friends Cultural Association;
*Italian  Contributions  to  the  Architecture  of  Bucharest, organized  by  the  Association  of  Italians  in 
Romania - RO.AS.IT;
*Italian  Culture  Translated  by  Great  Romanian  Translators,  organized  by   Pavese's  Friends  Cultural 
Association;
*From Emigration to Integration, a history in images of the Italian emigration in Romania, organized by 
the Association of Italians in Romania – RO.AS.IT.

GAUDEAMUS 2011 Landmarks
In an exhibition area of 14.000 sq. m., over 400 publishers and book distributors from Romania and abroad, 
but also Romanian and foreign universities and educational institutions will present the Romanian public the  
editorial and educational offer grouped in the traditional sections of the Fair: 
*Books and Multimedia – a complete offer of up-to-date books in traditional format as well as e-books, 
music, film, interactive courses etc.;
*Education Salon – dedicated to the educational institutions who are invited to present their educational and 
editorial offer;
*“Ion Creangă” Salon of Books For Children -  the most  dynamic and interactive section of the Fair, 
gathering books and educational games for children, but also various educational materials based on learning  
by means of playing;
*National  Salon  of  Creation  and  Invention  for  Youth,  organized  in  partnership  with  the  National 
Authority for Youth hosts exhibitions of inventions, creative and innovative ideas, creation workshops for 
youth.  

Books Are Coming Home – National Campaign of Book Donations
Initiated by Radio Romania, in partnership with “Noi Citim” Foundation, the project is a national campaign 
that aims at contributing to the completion of book funds pertaining to the Romanian rural libraries with 
books donated by visitors and exhibitors who participate at GAUDEAMUS Book Fairs. This year 
GAUDEAMUS IBEF carries out a new campaign of book donations which will be directed towards the 
public libraries in Chişinău, Republic of Moldova, in the occasion of launching a new radio station belonging 
to Radio Romania: Radio Chişinău.

“Mircea Nedelciu” National Reading Contest
Arrived at its 9th edition this year, the contest which bears the name of Mircea Nedelciu, one of the co-
founders of GAUDEAMUS IBEF, promotes the interest for reading among young people. The competition is 
divided in zonal stages carried out during the GAUDEAMUS Caravan and ends with the final stage held 
within GAUDEAMUS IBEF. This year, the final stage will put together 8 participants, winners of the final 
stages of the Contest and will take place on Saturday, November 26th at 1.30 p.m.

GAUDEAMUS AWARDS will be granted on Sunday, November 27 at 4 p.m. as follows:  
*GAUDEAMUS Trophies and Most Wanted Book of the Fair,  granted on the basis of the Vote of the 
Public  centralized  by  the  visitors'  traffic  survey  performed  by  The  Centre  of  Media  Studies  and  New 
Technologies in Communication (Faculty of Social Assistance, University of Bucharest);
*Press Awards, on the following sections: written media, radio, TV, on line and press agencies, granted on 
the basis of the monitoring held by RADOR Press Agency, Radio Romania;
*Excellency Award  – granted by Radio Romania to a Romanian publishing house involved in editorial  
projects which are focused upon the promotion of Romanian literature abroad;
*Education Award – granted to an educational institution participating to the Fair; 
*“Antoaneta Ralian” Translation Award, granted since 2010 to a Romanian noteworthy translator;
 *Miss Reading, granted to the most beautiful reader of the Fair;
 *Prizes and special distinctions. 
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GAUDEAMUS Tombola 
Organized during the Fair, on the basis of the entrance tickets or subscriptions, GAUDEAMUS Tombola  
offers  visitors the possibility to  win the following prizes:  3 smartphones provided by Orange,  3  tablets 
provided by Evolio, products offered by Sonimpex Serv Com (Topoloveni), a dance course offered by Salsa 
Veneno School Dance, Oriflame cosmetic products. Winners will be selected during the cast lots which will  
be held on Sunday, November 27, at 2.45 p.m. Visitors will have the possibility to win daily prizes granted 
by the partners of the Fair.

Visitor Access within the Fair will be allowed on the basis of the entrance tickets, in value of 4 lei and of 
Fair subscriptions, in value of 10 lei, which are also the support for participating at GAUDEAMUS Tombola.  
Students,  teachers, journalists,  members of writers'  unions as well as pensioners and disabled people are  
exempt from paying the entrance. 

GAUDEAMUS IBEF 2011 can be visited also on line, on  www.gaudeamus.ro, where the most important 
events of the Fair will be broadcast live. 

Visiting Program of the Fair: from Wednesday, November 23rd to Sunday, November 27th from 10.00 
a.m to 08.00 p.m.

GAUDEAMUS Press Office will be opened on the entire duration of the Fair within the Central Pavilion, 
level 3.20, stand no. 130. 
Contact person: Irina Ungureanu, tel.  0749123910. 

GAUDEAMUS International Book & Education Fair: 18 years of good reading!
Partners: Automobile Dacia, EuroWeb, Fundatia „Noi Citim”, CasaMiaTV
Sponsors: Orange Romania, Evolio
Event supported by TVR Cultural
Organized with the support of Bucharest City Hall, Sector 1 City Hall and RATB
Media partner: Şapte Seri
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